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Abstract: Multitasking research in the laboratory is dominated by extremely simplistic dual-task paradigms. Although
dual-tasks allow for some variations, they do not compare well to more complex everyday task settings. This study
expands a classical dual-task paradigm by adding a third task. The dual-tasks and the triple-task always consisted of the
same three single tasks. The aim was to investigate the effects of the combinations of the three single-tasks and in which
manner response times and costs increased. Stimulus-response pairings were varied either once within participants
(E1) or between participants (E2). Our results showed that the increase in response time from dual-tasks to triple-tasks
was only 43% of the increase from single-tasks to dual-tasks suggesting a non-linear cost of adding tasks. Moreover,
response times in each subtask were higher in triple-task situations compared to single-task or dual-task situations.
This is in contrast to classical dual-tasks, in which typically only one of the two responses is delayed. Cognitively, for
costs in triple-tasks, unlike in dual-tasks, task coordination seems to play a larger role compared to the classically
suggested relationships between stimulus and response in terms of their modality- and ideomotor-compatibility which
we will discuss. Overall, the study demonstrates that current multitasking research is limited in its generalizability by
focusing only on dual-tasks and would benefit from research with more complex task settings.
Keywords: dual-task; triple-task; task coordination; multitasking.

1 Introduction
Multitasking can be found in different areas of everyday life. When driving a car, several tasks have to be performed
simultaneously, such as navigating, steering, braking, and keeping an eye on the environment. Problems may arise if
the driver, for example, is also taking a phone call while driving, leading to longer response times, or issues completing
one of the two tasks successfully (Nijboer et al., 2016; Strayer & Johnston, 2001). However, under which circumstances
can we talk about multitasking? Is driving a car really a form of multitasking, or have several tasks merged into one big
task with several subtasks?
The term task refers to a cognitive or behavioral goal, which is given by instructions (Monsell, 1996). Instructions
provide a clear specification of how a task must be processed. In addition, people must also be willing to accept
these instructions as their task (see, Hackman, 1969; Künzell et al., 2018 for a discussion on task definition). Classical
studies on multitasking using clearly defined and isolated stimuli, such as sounds or visually presented forms. This
allows manipulating the time between the presentation of the first and second stimulus on a millisecond level. A
common way to investigate human multitasking with such simple tasks is the dual-task paradigm (see, e.g., Koch
et al., 2018, for a review). Studies based on the dual-task paradigm investigated the performance of participants in
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a dual-task in relation to their performance in single-tasks (Pashler & Sutherland, 1998). In a dual-task, two stimuli
are to be processed simultaneously, which often results in poorer performance (response time) and higher error rates
(Kahneman, 1973; Koch et al., 2018; Norman & Bobrow, 1975; Pashler, 1994; Wickens, 2008). The combination of two
simple tasks into a dual-task is still the dominant paradigm in multitasking research and reflects the lowest level of
multitasking complexity. Multitasking research based on dual-tasking started with Welford (1952), who examined the
effect of the psychological refractory period (PRP) with two stimuli, and since then several research aspects such as
task performance limiting factors (Norman & Bobrow, 1975), different paradigms (Monsell, 2003; Pashler, 1984, 1994),
modalities (Pashler, 1990; Schumacher et al., 2001), automatization (Maquestiaux et al., 2018; Strobach & Schubert,
2017b), processing order (Strobach et al., 2018), attention control (Hirst et al., 1980; Kramer et al., 1995), inhibition
(Koch et al., 2010), long-term training effects (Bherer et al., 2005; Liepelt, Fischer, et al., 2011; Schumacher et al., 2001;
Strobach & Schubert, 2017a), and transfer effects (Bherer et al., 2008; Liepelt, Strobach, et al., 2011; Strobach et al.,
2012) have been investigated. Though, increasing the task’s complexity by adding one or even more additional tasks
was not systematically studied yet.
Multitasking can be classified in both a time and an application dimension. The time dimension distinguishes
between concurrent and sequential multitasking while the application dimension distinguishes between the laboratory
and the real world (Salvucci & Taatgen, 2010). Aforementioned dual-tasks are concurrent and take place in laboratory
settings, whereas (driving) simulators (Nijboer et al., 2016; Watson & Strayer, 2010; Wechsler et al., 2018) or other
complex tasks (Gutzwiller et al., 2019; Santiago-Espada et al., 2011) are closer to real-world tasks. In this area, there
are also multitasking tasks for purely diagnostic aspects (Schuhfried, 1991) or studies that combine real-world aspects
(such as a walking task) with laboratory tasks (Laessoe et al., 2008). There are only selected studies that extended the
classical dual-task paradigm by adding a simple third task to form a basic triple-task paradigm. Recently, Konishi and
colleagues (2021) have also extended a dual-task (Konishi et al., 2020) to a triple-task (Konishi et al., 2021) to determine
whether participants have the ability to track their performance based on self-evaluation (metacognitive sensitivity).
They used an adaption of the MATB (Santiago-Espada et al., 2011), but at the end of each trial, participants had to
self-evaluate their performance. Konishi et al. (2021) could observe an increase in multitasking costs and that the
number of tasks (dual-task vs. triple-tasks) had a great impact on further cognitive processes, such as metacognition.
Consequently, adding a third task can grant valuable insight into how interference change when demands increase
and can give a better approximation of how handling multiple concurrent tasks might be realized in complex every-day
situations.
The current research in the field of dual-/ multi-tasking does not allow straightforward hypotheses about the
effects of a third task on dual-task performance. Theories, such as the resource theory of Wickens (see also Tombu
& Jolicøeur, 2003; Wickens, 1981), Pashler’s (1984, 1990, 1994) response selection bottleneck (RSB), or the executiveprocess interactive control (EPIC) architecture of Meyer and Kieras (1997b, 1997a) are based exclusively on studies with
two tasks. Even in dual-tasks, those theories fall short in one way or the other. The RSB model does not account for
why some dual-tasks can be completed simultaneously without costs while others don’t (Schumacher et al., 2001). This
shortcoming was partly resolved in resource models (Tombu & Jolicøeur, 2003), but these models also leave the exact
processes open. Exact modeling of task execution by a program specifying variables, operators, sequences, and loops
is not possible. For example, Hommel (2020) also criticizes their “lack of mechanistic detail”. For instance, it is not
possible to explain why some subtasks are prioritized, or why different interferences occur in different modules (effector
systems). The EPIC architecture also fails to explain the latter (Hoffmann et al., 2019). The Theory of Event Coding (TEC)
advocated by Hommel (2019; Hommel et al., 2001) ventures on an extended approach, even though it has not yet found
any concrete application in multitasking research (Hommel, 2020). According to TEC, a single, common representation
medium for perceived events and the intended reaction or action forms the core structure of the functional architecture
for perception and reaction planning. Its key assumption is that stimulus representations and action intentions are not
differently coded, rather they are part of a common code, a common representational medium. If such a feature code
(e.g., a location) is already bound in Task 1 but is also needed in Task 2, it needs to be unbound, which incurs costs
in the form of time and errors. Koch (2009) showed that such overlapping response codes resulted in higher response
times, an effect described as “strong crosstalk between the two tasks”.
Thus, not only do the stimuli themselves have an impact on multi-tasking costs, but also (the interaction of) their
response modalities (Huestegge & Hazeltine, 2011). The bindings between stimulus and response can, in their modality
or ideomotor feature, be compatible or incompatible (Stephan et al., 2021; Stephan & Koch, 2010). For example, a task
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is considered modality-compatible if a visual stimulus is responded to with a manual or a pedal effector. Modality
incompatibility occurs when the visual stimulus must be responded to with a vocal effector. The characteristics of
the stimulus influence the compatibility of the stimulus and response bindings. If the visual stimulus appears on the
left side and is responded to with the right hand the binding is considered ideomotor incompatible (for a review see,
Shin et al., 2010). Hazeltine et al. (2006; see also Hazeltine & Ruthruff, 2006) showed that the dual-task costs were
more than twice as high in tasks with modality-compatibility than incompatibility. Göthe et al. (2016) broke this down
even further: They did not only examine the modality-compatibility of stimulus and response (modality pairing) but
also whether the features within a task were compatible (ideomotor compatibility), i.e. whether a location stimulus
appearing on the left side of the screen must also be responded to with a left button (modality and ideomotor bindings
are compatible). Essentially, dual-tasks were used to induce high versus low interference conditions by using two
kinds of stimulus-response (S-R) pairings (Göthe et al., 2016; Hazeltine et al., 2006; Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2004). The high
interference condition is realized by two visual-manual (S-R) pairing tasks, the low interference condition is realized by
a combination of a visual-manual and auditory-vocal task.
If typical dual-tasks are extended by adding another task, several considerations stand to reason. As previously
mentioned, it is difficult to construct three tasks that can be assigned to three completely independent S-R-pairings. For
response modalities, in most classic dual-task studies investigating S-R pairings, hand and voice are used. They usually
constitute the S-R pairings visual-manual and auditory-verbal, where the visual modality is defined as a location task
(left or right) and the auditory modality as a pitch task (high or low). The response modalities foot (Hoffmann et al., 2019;
Liepelt, Fischer, et al., 2011; Naefgen et al., 2017; Pashler & Christian, 1994; Sangals et al., 2007; Stephan et al., 2021) and
eye movements (Hoffmann et al., 2019; Pieczykolan & Huestegge, 2014; Stephan et al., 2013), in contrast, received little
attention. Even though previous results have shown that oculomotor responses (eye movements as response modality)
are a good complement to previously employed response modalities, pedal tasks separate input and output modality
more clearly even if manual and pedal tasks supposedly cannot be processed in parallel (Pashler & Christian, 1994).
This was also suggested by the results of Hoffmann et al. (2019). In task switching, Stephan et al. (2021) were able
to show that pedal responses produced the equivalent effects of manual responses. Dual-tasks with both response
modalities demonstrated very high dual-task or switching costs. Furthermore, Hoffmann et al. (2019) showed that there
is a task prioritization in response times of oculomotor < pedal < vocal < manual (we refer to this as response order
1). However, this prioritization is not in line with all dual-task studies (see Hazeltine et al., 2002; Schumacher et al.,
2001), but the prioritization of (sub)task was observed in some studies (e.g. Hazeltine et al., 2006; Huestegge & Koch,
2013). Based on other studies using pedal responses (e.g., Liepelt, Fischer, et al., 2011), a prioritization of oculomotor <
manual < pedal < vocal would also be plausible (response order 2). To be comparable to well-known dual-tasks studies,
in the present study, we used similar stimulus-response mappings as Schumacher et al. (2001; see also Hazeltine et al.,
2002; Hoffmann et al., 2019; Pashler & Christian, 1994). Stimuli remained as simple as possible with a location (left or
right location), pitch (high or low pitch), and color task (green or turquoise color). The color discrimination task was
comparable to the location task (Pisella et al., 1998) and should induce little interference with the location and pitch
task due to the use of other ideomotor features (Shin et al., 2010). Thus, all three tasks were comparable to each other
and similarly difficult. Consequently, the resulting triple-task was made up of a visual-manual, a visual-pedal, and an
auditory-vocal task (with response modalities hand, foot, and voice).
In summary, the following assumptions about this triple-task can be made based on previous findings: First,
we assume a clear prioritization of the subtasks, which will be either pedal < vocal < manual (Hoffmann et al., 2019,
response order 1) or manual < pedal < vocal (Hazeltine et al., 2002; Liepelt, Fischer, et al., 2011, response order 2), which
will be visible in the modality-specific response times. As in response order 2, we assume a high prioritization of the
manual and pedal task, since both are important and elementary response modalities in everyday life. Second, we
assume that there is some limited interference between the two visual tasks due to (weak) crosstalk (Koch, 2009) or due
to a bottleneck in the visual system in terms of the dual-task framework (Tombu & Jolicøeur, 2003; Wickens, 1981). This
could be circumvented by participants prioritizing tasks in response order 1 (pedal < voice < manual). By procedurally
separating the manual and pedal task by the voice task, a bottleneck could be bypassed which in turn could show up
in low costs for participants with response order 1. Third, since sub-task response times are higher for dual-tasks than
comparable single-tasks (Schumacher et al., 2001, e.g.), we assume further increases in response times for triple-tasks.
As an exploratory analysis, it will be interesting to see whether a linear, or non-linear increase of response time can be
observed from single-task to dual-task to triple-task. The increase would be linear if the increase in cognitive demands
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from a single to the dual-task is comparable to the increase in cognitive demands from the dual-task to the triple-task
and the increase would be non-linear accelerating, respectively decelerating, if the increase in cognitive demands from
the dual-task to the triple-task is higher, respectively, lower compared to the increase from the single to the dual-task.
For our triple-task paradigm, as with the dual-task paradigm, all three stimuli were shown simultaneously. We
also instructed equal prioritization of all three tasks (Schumacher et al., 2001; Stelzel et al., 2006). We focused on the
comparison of single- and triple-tasks in the first experiment and on the comparison of single-, dual-, and triple-tasks
in the second experiment. All tasks were presented in a mixed-block design to prevent task preparation (see, Kiesel et
al., 2010 for a review).

2 Experiment 1
To directly compare the performance in the triple-task with the performance in each of the three single tasks, we
exclusively used single-tasks and triple-tasks and we tested different S-R pairings for the two visual tasks. We switched
response modality only in the visual task, as there have been very few comparable studies on the foot response
modality, in contrast to the response modalities hand and voice. Thus, participants performed the tasks in a within
subject design either with the S-R pairing location-hand and color-foot, or location-foot and color-hand, and each task
pair was combined with pitch-voice.

2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Participants
19 students (9 females and 10 males, M = 23.32, SD = 2.60) took part in this experiment. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and no hearing impairments. They provided informed consent and were given course credit
or ~9 € as compensation for their participation. Due to a technical equipment failure, four records were lost. Thus, 15
participants were included in the final analysis.

2.1.2 Setup
The experiment was programmed in MatLab® 2019a with the Psychtoolbox-3.013 (Brainard et al. 2016) on a PC running
Linux OS® with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. The study was conducted in noise-reduced medium-lit cabins. The visual stimuli
were displayed on an EIZO® color monitor with a screen diagonal of 27 inches and a frame rate of 144 Hz at a resolution
of 3840 × 2160 pixels. The BlackBox® toolkit response pad with a voice key feature was used to capture response time
of the motor and the vocal responses. One visual task was completed with the index and middle finger of the dominant
hand via two adjacent keys on the response pad. The other visual task was completed with both feet on the respective
foot pedals. The Sennheiser® Model PC3 headset was used to record the participants’ voice and reproduce the auditory
stimuli.

2.1.3 Task
As an extension of the basic methodology of Schumacher et al. (2001; see also Hazeltine et al., 2002), participants
performed three two-choice response time tasks: a visual-manual (color or location discrimination), a visual-pedal
(location or color discrimination), and an auditory-vocal (pitch discrimination) task. Each task sequence was structured
as follows: first, participants were presented a fixation screen for 500, 1000, or 1500 ms with a white square (3.7° side
length) as a fixation object in the center of the screen. Second, the stimuli in the single-tasks were presented for 200
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ms and the white fixation square stayed on the screen until the participant responded (see Fig. 1). In the location
discrimination single-task, participants responded with their hand or feet, depending on the S-R pairing, to the location
(and direction) of a white arrow (1.5° height) appearing randomly and equally distributed at the left or right side of the
fixation square by pressing a button (left arrow with the index finger or left foot and right arrow with the middle finger
or right foot). In the color single-task, participants responded with their hand or feet, depending on the S-R pairing, to
the color that the fixation square (and the arrow shown if necessary) turned to. The color was either green (RGB: 0, 255,
0) or turquoise (RGB: 0, 255, 255). The participants responded with a button press (green square with the index finger
or left foot and turquoise square with the middle finger or right foot). In the pitch single-task, participants responded
vocally via the voice key to a heard sine wave tone at frequencies of either 350 or 1650 Hz by saying “TIEF” or “HOCH”
(German for: “LOW”/ “HIGH”).
In the triple-task, participants had to respond to all three tasks simultaneously (tasks were presented with an SOA
of 0 ms).

2.1.4 Design
Participants had to complete two S-R pairing conditions (color-foot, location-hand, and pitch-voice (CF|LH|PV) and
location-foot, color-hand, and pitch-voice (LF|CH|PV)) in the same session in two distinct S-R orders (order A with first
S-R pairing: CF|LH|PV and order B with first S-R pairing: LF|CH|PV, see Fig. 1). One S-R pairing condition consisted of
three different uniform blocks and five mixed blocks. A uniform block comprised of 20 trials of only one type of singletask in the order location (LH or LF), color (CF or CH), and pitch (PV). A mixed block consisted of the three single-tasks
and the triple-task with a total of 12 single-tasks and 40 triple-tasks in each block. The tasks were randomly distributed
in each block. In total, in uniform blocks, the participants completed 120 single-task trials. In mixed blocks, they
completed 120 single-task trials and 400 triple-task trials. Half of the participants started with S-R order A, followed by
S-R order B, and the other half vice versa. Participants were instructed to perform all the tasks as quickly and accurately
as possible. They were told not to respond in a particular order and to give equal priority to all tasks. In total, participants
had to participate in three sessions on three consecutive days. On each day, they completed both S-R pairing conditions.

2.1.5 Analyses
Vocal responses were analyzed at the time the voice key was triggered using the R-Package “VoiceExperiment” (Nett,
2017). For unclear cases in the analysis, trials were listened to and manually classified. RStudio 3.5 (RStudio Team 2016)
was used with the tidyverse package version 1.2.1 (Wickham 2017) for data preparation and creating figures and jamovi
version 1.1 (jamovi project 2018) to calculate repeated measure ANOVAs and post hoc analyses. For the analyses of all
effects, we included single-task and triple-task trials only from mixed blocks (uniform blocks were only used for training
the S-R pairings). Only correct trials were included in the analyses. This means that in the triple-task all three tasks had
to be responded correctly (error rate in single-tasks: 4.9 %, triple-task: 10.2 %). All trials with response times faster
than 80 ms and slower than 4500 ms were removed (single-tasks: 0.9 %, triple-task: 2.9 %). If not stated otherwise, we
calculated mean response times per participant and S-R order. Post hoc tests were conducted on the estimated marginal
means with Welch’s t-test and we used the Welch-Satterthwaite equation for computing degrees of freedom.

2.2 Results
In the following analysis, we considered the effects of the single-tasks (ST) and the triple-task (TT) in mixed-blocks. For
the analyses, the response times of single-tasks and the triple-task were calculated separately in repeated measures
ANOVAs. The effects were examined by post hoc comparisons.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the design and the tasks. a. shows both possible stimulus-response (S-R) pairings. In the S-R pairing
CF|LH|PV, participants had to respond to the color (green or turquoise) of the fixation square with their feet, the location of the arrow (left or
right) with their dominant hand, and to the pitch (low or high) with their voice. In the S-R pairing LF|CH|PV, the participants had to respond
to the color with their hand, to the location of the arrow with their feet, and the pitch with their voice. b. shows both S-R orders which also
represent the between-subject factor. In S-R order A, participants first had to perform the stimulus-response pairing (S-R pairing) colorfoot, location-hand, and pitch-voice (CF|LH|PV) and then location-foot, color-hand, and pitch-voice (LF|CH|PV). In the S-R order B, the S-R
pairings were reversed in order. In each S-R pairing, participants first practice each task separately in a uniform block. Mixed blocks consist
of single-tasks and the triple-task. c shows the sequence of a triple-task trial. After the fixation screen, the stimuli appear for 200 ms. Until
the response, the same screen as for the fixation screen is seen again. The note is visible only for illustration. d shows the set-up in the
laboratory. Participants responded with their feet, dominant hand, and voice. The voice was timed with the voice key of the response pad
and recorded with the microphone of the headphones.

2.2.1 Performance in single-tasks in mixed blocks
We analyzed single-tasks from mixed blocks to investigate how they are processed in the triple-task context. Singletasks in uniform blocks were not analyzed in detail. They served only as a brief training to get used to the current S-R
pairing. In general, the response times of single-tasks in mixed blocks increased considerably in comparison to singletasks in uniform blocks.
A repeated-measures ANOVA was calculated for single-tasks in mixed-blocks with response modality (foot, hand,
vs. voice) and S-R pairing (CF|LH|PV vs. LF|CH|PV) as a within-subject factor. The main effects for response modality,
F(2,28) = 2.99, p = .066, η²p = 0.176, and S-R pairing, F(1,14) = 1.44, p = .250, η²p = 0.093, were not significant. The
interaction of response modality and S-R pairing, F(2,28) = 20.90, p < .001, η²p = 0.599, was significant.
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For the interaction response modality and S-R pairing we observed that response times depended on the stimuli
(see Table 1. for descriptive values). In S-R pairing CF|LH|PV, location-hand (M = 733 ms) was faster than pitch-voice (M
= 867 ms), M = -133 ms, t(53.8) = -2.67, p = .01, 95 % CI for M [-234 ms, -33 ms], and pitch-voice was faster than color-foot (M
= 1052 ms), M = -185 ms, t(53.8) = -3.7, p < .001, 95 % CI for M [-286 ms, -85 ms]. In S-R pairing LF|CH|PV, location-foot (M =
849 ms) was faster than pitch-voice (M = 903 ms), M = -183 ms, t(53.8) = -3.65, p < .001, 95 % CI for M [-283 ms, -82 ms], and
pitch-voice was faster than color-hand (M = 1032 ms), M = -129 ms, t(53.8) = -2.59, p = .012, 95 % CI for M [-230 ms, -29 ms].
Table 1: Response times and standard deviations in milliseconds for single-tasks and triple-task from mixed-task blocks and stimulusresponse (S-R) pairings (color-foot, location-hand, and pitch-voice (CF|LH|PV) and location-foot, color-hand, and pitch-voice (LF|CH|PV)).
Task

Single-task

Triple-task

S-R pairing

Foot

Hand

Voice

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

CF|LH|PV

1052

229

733

155

867

148

LF|CH|PV

843

145

1032

205

903

165

CF|LH|PV

1189

234

1158

213

1536

307

LF|CH|PV

1208

235

1289

269

1650

424

In summary, regardless of the response modality, the location task was always responded to the fastest, followed by
the pitch task, and finally by the color task. After the response modality switched for the location and the color task,
the participants seemed to prioritize the response order according to the stimulus and not according to the response
modality. Therefore, neither of the two hypothesized response orders (pedal < vocal < manual vs. manual < pedal <
vocal) seems to be generally applicable for the single-tasks.

2.2.2 The performance in the triple-task in mixed blocks
A repeated-measures ANOVA was calculated for the triple-task in mixed-blocks with the within-subject factor response
modality (foot, hand, vs. voice), and S-R pairing (CF|LH|PV vs. LF|CH|PV). Only the within-factor response modality
was significant, F(2,28) = 17.54, p < .001, η²p = 0.556. Despite changing the S-R parings in the visual tasks, no effects
could be observed, neither for the main effect S-R pairing, F(1,14) = 3.70, p = .075, η²p = 0.209, nor for the interaction
between response modality and S-R pairing, F(2,28) = 2.50, p = .100, η²p = 0.152.
The response modalities hand (M = 1223 ms) and foot (M = 1198 ms) were equally fast (M = -25 ms, t(28) = -0.339,
p = .737, 95 % CI for M [-178 ms, 127 ms]), and both were faster than the response modality voice (M = 1593 ms), (hand:
M = -370 ms, t(28) = -4.951, p < .001, 95 % CI for M [-522 ms, -217 ms], foot: M = -395 ms, t(28) = -5.291, p < .001, 95 % CI
for M [-548 ms, -242 ms]). Descriptively we could observe that in both S-R pairings the location task was slightly faster
than the color task. Furthermore, the pitch task was much slower, as seen in the main effect of the response modalities.
The prioritization of response order according to stimuli found in the single-tasks was not evident in the subtasks
of the triple-task. Instead of prioritizing the stimuli, the two response modalities hand and foot were prioritized in both
S-R pairings, which is more in line with response order 2 (manual < pedal < vocal) but is not fully supported due to the
equally fast execution of pedal and manual responses. Further, this seems to suggest that the two visual tasks do not
interfere with each other.

2.2.3 The calculation of triple-task costs
The triple-task costs (differences in the mean values) in Experiment 1 were exclusively calculated from the difference of
triple- and single-task (both from mixed blocks), e.g., for the response modality hand the response time of the subtask
hand in the triple-task minus the response time of the hand in the single-task was calculated.
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Figure 2: Triple-task costs in milliseconds to the foot (left), hand (middle), and voice response modality (right) as a function of the stimulusresponse (S-R) pairings (color-foot, location-hand, and pitch-voice (CF|LH|PV) and location-foot, color-hand, and pitch-voice (LF|CH|PV)). The
values (costs) were calculated from the subtask in the triple-task minus the corresponding single-task. Asterisks indicate significance (α =
.05) of pairwise post hoc comparisons. Error bars represent +/-1 standard error of the mean.

A repeated-measures ANOVA was calculated for triple-task costs with response modality (foot, hand, vs. voice) and
S-R pairing (CF|LH|PV vs. LF|CH|PV) as a within-subject factor. The main effect for response modality, F(2,28) = 32.80, p
< .001, η²p = 0.701, was significant. The main effect for S-R pairing, F(1,14) = 3.02, p = .104 η²p = 0.117, was not significant.
The interaction of response modality and S-R pairing, F(2,28) = 11.17, p<.001, η²p = 0.444, was significant.
The triple-task costs did not differ between response modality with the same stimuli (e.g., foot from S-R pairing
CF|LH|PV vs. hand from S-R pairing LF|CH|PV) but between stimuli with the same response modality (e.g., color from
S-R pairing CF|LH|PV vs. location from S-R pairing LF|CH|PV). The lowest costs occurred with the color stimulus (with M
= 137 ms, M Hand = 257 ms). This was followed by the location stimulus (with M Foot = 358 ms, M Hand = 425 ms) and the
Foot
pitch stimulus with the highest costs (with M Pitch-CF|LH|PV = 670 ms, M Pitch-LF|CH|PV = 747 ms) (see Fig. 2).
Comparing the single tasks and the triple-task, significant costs were observed in each subtask, which - turned out
to be the higher the later the subtask was responded to. Averaged over the two S-R pairings, this meant a doubling of
the response times from the fastest subtask to the second-fastest subtask and from the second-fastest subtask to the
slowest subtask.

2.3 Discussion
The aim of Experiment 1 was to examine the effects of three simultaneous tasks, allowing us to quantify the behavior
of single-tasks and triple-tasks in a triple-task context. The results showed that in mixed blocks the response times in
both single-tasks and the triple-task strongly increased and were up to two times higher compared with single-tasks in
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uniform blocks or in single-tasks and dual-tasks in other studies (Schumacher et al. 2001; Tombu and Jolicoeur 2004;
Maquestiaux et al. 2018). It was further observed that participants responded in single-tasks fastest to the location
stimulus and slowest to the color stimulus.
However, in the triple-task, the response to the location and color stimulus were apparently grouped (response
times differences M = -25 ms) and showed similar response times (see section “The performance in the triple-task in
mixed blocks”). Regardless of S-R pairing, the triple-task costs were lowest with the color stimulus, followed by the
location stimulus, and the pitch stimulus. The apparent grouping of the response modalities hand and foot in the
triple-task could have several reasons. Either (1) both tasks are actually processed in parallel, (2) crosstalk of stimuli
and response codes prevents separate processing, or (3) the complexity of the triple-task requires different cognitive
strategies than dual-tasks. The results of Experiment 1 currently allow the conclusion that both visual subtasks were
processed simultaneously in the triple-task. According to the feature-integration theory of attention (Treisman & Gelade,
1980), both stimuli (location and color) can be perceived and processed simultaneously. But, in other studies that used
the response modalities hand and foot in dual-tasks, there was no grouping in response times but sequential processing
(Hoffmann et al., 2019; Liepelt, Fischer, et al., 2011; Sangals et al., 2007). However, the assumption that the response
modalities hand and foot were processed simultaneously is rather weak as Liepelt et al. (2011) was unable to achieve
complete elimination of dual-task costs despite intensive training, which argues against simultaneous processing.
Liepelt et al. (2011) listed as a possible reason the crosstalk between the two tasks. In their study, the response codes
shared the same (spatial) dimension resulting in interference between the two tasks (Hommel, 1998, 2019; Koch &
Prinz, 2002). In our Experiment 1, both tasks shared the same dimension not only in the response codes but also in the
stimuli codes. Thus, S-S and R-R compatibility may have occurred, strongly linking CF|LH, and LF|CH and preventing
them from being processed separately. In addition, it is possible that the higher demands within a triple-task simply
led to a strategy adaptation to process all tasks as quickly as only possible if subtasks were grouped (as may be the
response modalities hand and foot). Thus, similar to bimanual coordination, response 1 waits for response 2, and both
are executed more or less simultaneously although response 1 could already have been executed. The prerequisites
are given by the temporal (SOA = 0 ms) and spatial (spatial) overlap (Miller & Ulrich, 2008; Rinkenauer et al., 2001).
However, to find more evidence for the assumption these dual-tasks have to be added to compare them with the tripletask. This was done in Experiment 2.

3 Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, participants completed only single-tasks and triple-tasks. Unexpectedly, response times were very
high in both the triple-task and the single-tasks, which complicated a comparison with other studies. Also, the costs
(triple-task compared to single-tasks) were much higher than expected. The introduction of the three possible dualtasks should provide a better explanation for the observed effects in Experiment 1. In the following Experiment 2,
participants performed single-tasks, dual-tasks, and triple-tasks in a between-subject design either with the S-R pairing
location-hand and color-foot, or location-foot and color-hand. Each pairing was combined with the pitch-voice pairing.

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Participants
44 students (21 females, M = 22.30, SD = 2.35) took part in this experiment. Two participants were left-handed, 42
right-handed. All participants had a normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no hearing impairments. They provided
informed consent and were given course credit or ~9 € as compensation for their participation. Due to error rates of up
to 65 %, two participants were excluded. Thus, 42 participants were included in the final analysis.
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3.1.2 Setup
For Experiment 2, we used the same setup as for Experiment 1.

3.1.3 Task
Dual-tasks were added in addition to the existing single-tasks and the triple-task. Any combination of single-tasks was
possible. This resulted in the location + color, location + pitch, and color + pitch dual-task. Similar to Experiment 1, but
in a between-subject design, stimulus-response mapping depended on the S-R pairing condition.

3.1.4 Design
Contrary to Experiment 1, in a between-subject design, participants completed only one of two S-R pairing conditions
(color-foot, location-hand, and pitch-voice (CF|LH|PV) or location-foot, color-hand, and pitch-voice (LF|CH|PV)) in one
session. The session consisted of seven different uniform blocks and six mixed blocks. A uniform block comprised
of eight trials of only one type of single-tasks, dual-tasks, or the triple-task. All uniform blocks served only for the
exercise of each trial type. The order was always single-task, dual-task, followed by the triple-task to allow participants
to become familiar with the modified or additional tasks. A mixed block consisted of each of the three single-tasks and
dual-tasks and the triple-task with a total of 24 single-tasks, 24 dual-tasks, and 24 triple-tasks in each block.

3.1.5 Analyses
As in Experiment 1, only correct trials were included in the analyses (error rate in single-tasks: 5.6 %, dual-tasks: 11.7
%, triple-task: 11.1 %). All trials with response times faster than 80 ms and slower than 4500 ms were removed (singletasks: 1.7 %, dual-tasks: 3.8 %, triple-task: 5.9 %).

3.2 Results
In the following, we compared response times in all single- (ST), dual- (DT), and triple-tasks (TT) as well as task costs
in the context of dual-task costs and triple-task costs. Based on Experiment 1, we did not focus on the analysis of
the response modalities but the stimuli in a repeated-measures ANOVA with the within-subject factor task (singletasks, location + color dual-task, location + pitch dual-task, color + pitch dual-task, and triple-task) as a factor and the
between-subject factor S-R pairing (CF|LH|PV and LF|CH|PV) as for each stimulus (color, location, or pitch) individually,
e.g. for the location stimulus the tasks single-task, location + color dual-task, location + pitch dual-task, and TT were
included. All descriptive values except the between-subject factor stimulus-response Pairing (S-R pairing) are presented
in Tables 2 and 3. As we found no significant influence of the between-subject factor S-R pairing in any of the subsequent
analyses (all ps > .20), descriptive tables including this factor can be found in the supplementary material (see Tables S1
to S6 in the supplementary material).

3.2.1 Response order between single-, dual-, and triple-tasks
To compare response times, all single-, dual-, and triple-tasks were aggregated in each case. We calculated a repeatedmeasures ANOVA with the three tasks as within-subject factor (single-task, dual-task, tiple-task). The analysis showed
a significant main effect, F(2,82) = 370.0, p < .001, η²p = 0.900. Single-task were significant slower than dual-tasks, M =
-457 ms, t(41) = -19.2, p < .001, 95% CI [-505 ms, -409 ms], and the triple-task, M = -653 ms, t(41) = -21.4, p < .001, 95% CI
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Table 2: Mean response times (calculated from participants’ means) and standard deviations in milliseconds for single-task trials, dual-task
trials, and triple-task trials from mixed blocks.
Task

Combination

Color

Location

Pitch

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Single-task

-

874

171

689

154

941

185

Dual-task

Location + Color

1240

263

1236

280

-

-

Location + Pitch

-

-

981

291

1447

311

Color + Pitch

1243

298

-

-

1602

355

-

1326

296

1316

306

1819

357

Triple-task

Table 3: Mean error rates (calculated from participants’ means) and standard deviations for single-task trials, dual-task trials, and triple-task
trials from mixed blocks. Numbers indicate % values.
Task

Combination

Color

Location

Pitch

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Single-task

-

6.5

6.4

5.3

7.6

3.0

3.7

Dual-task

Location + Color

7.5

6.6

3.8

4.6

-

-

Location + Pitch

-

-

1.3

1.7

8.6

7.6

Color + Pitch

7.8

7.5

-

-

8.0

6.9

-

4.9

4.2

1.7

1.9

4.2

3.9

Triple-task

[-715 ms, -591 ms]. The dual-task were also significant slower than triple-tasks, M = -196 ms, t(41) = -10.9, p < .001, 95%
CI [-232 ms, -160 ms].
The average response times of all dual-tasks (M = 1292 ms) relative to all single-tasks (M = 834 ms) increased by M
= 457 ms. For all triple-tasks (M = 1487 ms), this increased by 196 ms or ~43% relative to all dual-tasks. Thus, response
times increased less than linearly. However, examination of these costs in relation to the stimuli revealed widely varying
costs depending on the specific task.

3.2.2 Response order within single-, dual-, and triple-tasks
Single-Tasks. To identify prioritization of (sub-) tasks we calculated a repeated-measures ANOVA with the three singletasks as within-subject factor (color task, pitch task, location task). The analysis showed a significant main effect,
F(2,82) = 43.0, p < .001, η²p = 0.512. The location-single-task was on average processed fastest (689 ms), followed by the
color-single-task (874 ms), location compared to color: M = -186 ms, t(82) = -6.58, p < .001, 95% CI [-242 ms, -129 ms], and
the pitch-single-task (941 ms), color compared to pitch: M = -67 ms, t(82) = -2.36, p = .021, 95% CI [-123 ms, -10 ms] (see
all results in Table S7 in the supplementary material).
In single-tasks, the response order was not stable across both experiments. Compared to Experiment 1, the
participants now prioritized responses in a different order changed from location < pitch < color to location < color <
pitch in Experiment 2.
Dual-Tasks. In the dual-tasks, the paired t-tests showed no difference between the color sub-task and the location
sub-task in the location + color dual-task, M = 4 ms, t(41) = 0.18, p = .859, 95% CI [-40 ms, 48 ms]. However, a significant
difference between two sub-tasks was observed in the location + pitch dual-task, M = -466 ms, t(41) = -13.47, p < .001, 95%
CI [-536 ms, -396 ms], and in the color + pitch dual-task, M = -359 ms, t(41) = -11.87, p < .001, 95% CI [-420 ms, -298 ms].
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In dual-tasks, we observed that neither the location task nor the color task was preferred when they appeared in the
same dual-task. But in combination with the pitch task, the location and color tasks were always preferred.
Triple-Task. The same analysis as for the single-tasks was calculated for the triple-task with the three subtasks as
within-subject factor, which revealed a similar pattern. We could observe a significant main effect, F(2,82) = 103.0, p <
.001, η²p = 0.714, but the difference between the color and the location sub-tasks was not significant, M = 10 ms, t(82) =
0.25, p = .805, 95% CI [-70 ms, 90 ms]. The pitch task was still the slowest (see Table S7).
It seems that when combining the response modalities hand and foot in both the location + color dual-task and the
triple-task, the responses times were equally fast. Consequently, we could not observe a clear task prioritization of the
(sub-) tasks like Hoffmann et al. (2019) where participants responded fastest to oculomotor than pedal < vocal < manual
(for a different response order see also Hazeltine et al., 2002).

3.2.3 Error rates within single-, dual-, and triple-tasks
Single-Tasks. For error rates in single-tasks the main effect was significant, F(2,82) = 5.50, p = .006, η²p = 0.121. We
observed the lowest rates with the pitch stimulus (M = 3.0 %), pitch compared to color: M = -3.5 %, t(41) = 4.16, p < .001,
95% CI [-5.2 %, -1.8 %] followed, but without difference, by the color (M = 6.5 %) and location (M = 5.3 %) stimulus, color
compared to location: M = 1.2 %, t(41) = 0.94, p = .351, 95% CI [-1.4 %, 3.9 %] (see all results in Table S8).
The error rates in the single-tasks showed the opposite pattern to the response times. While the response times in
the pitch task were the highest, the error rates were now the lowest.
Dual-Tasks. Contrary to the response times in the location + color dual-task, significant difference in error rates
were observed between the location (M = 7.5 %) and color (M = 3.8 %) stimulus, M = 3.7 %, t(41) = 4.91, p < .001, 95% CI
[2.2 %, 5.2 %]. Furthermore in the location + pitch dual-task, the error rates with the location stimulus (M = 1.3 %) were
lower than with the pitch stimulus (M = 8.6 %), M = -7.4 %, t(41) = 4.91, p < .001, 95% CI [-9.7 %, -5.1 %]. In the color +
pitch dual-task, no difference in error rates between the stimuli were observed ((M color = 7.8 %, M pitch = 8.0 %), M = -0.4
%, t(41) = -0.34, p = .74, 95% CI [-1.7 %, 1.2 %].
The error rates in the dual-tasks appeared very unsystematic in the current data sample. It should be emphasized,
however, that the error rate in the location + color dual-task differed significantly, indicating interference between the
two subtasks compared to the response times.
Triple-Task. In the triple-task, the main effect was significant, F(2,82) = 23.2, p < .001, η²p = 0.361. The location
stimulus (M = 1.7 %) showed the lowest error rates followed by the color stimulus (M = 4.9 %), location compared to
color: M = -3.2 %, t(41) = 6.3, p < .001, 95% CI [-4.2 %, -2.2 %], and pitch stimulus (M = 4.2 %) , color compared to pitch:
M = 0.7 %, t(41) = 1.61, p = .116, 95% CI [-0.2 %, 1.5 %] (see all results in Table S8 in the supplementary material).
In comparison to the dual-tasks, the subtasks in the triple-task again showed a different pattern. The error rate
increased comparable to the response times in the same subtasks (location < color < pitch).

3.2.4 Triple-task and dual-task costs
3.2.4.1 Response times
Based on the results of the single-task, dual-task, and triple-task trials, different dual- and triple-task costs could be
calculated in Experiment 2. We always compared the occurring stimulus in the respective dual-task or triple-task to the
single-task (e.g., in the dual-task location-color the sub-task with the color stimulus and the single-task with the color
stimulus). The resulting costs can be seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
For each stimulus (color, location, and pitch), repeated-measures ANOVAs with the task as a within-subject factor
(dual-task location + color, dual-task location + pitch, dual-task color + pitch, and the triple-task) were calculated.
However, the corresponding task was only analyzed if the corresponding stimulus was also present in the task.
Significant main effects were found for all stimuli (see Table S9 in the supplementary material).
For the color stimulus, participants showed equally high costs, in both dual-tasks (color + location Mcolor = 366 ms;
color + pitch Mcolor = 369 ms), M = -3 ms, t(82) = -0.11, p = .913, 95% CI [-54 ms, 48 ms]. Only the triple-task costs (Mcolor
= 452 ms) were significantly higher than both dual-task costs, location + color dual-task costs compared to triple-task
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Figure 3: Dual-task costs and triple-task costs to the color stimulus (left), location stimulus (middle), and pitch stimulus (right) as a function
of the task (location + color, color + pitch, location + pitch dual-task, and triple-task) in which they are appearing (e.g. in the leftmost bar,
the cost was calculated from the location + color dual-task minus the color single-task). Thus, values represent dual-task costs and tripletask costs compared to single-tasks (averaged over stimulus-response (S-R) pairing condition). Asterisks indicate significance (α = .01) of
pairwise post hoc comparisons. Error bars represent +/-1 standard error of the mean.

Figure 4: Triple-task costs to the color stimulus (left), location stimulus (middle), and pitch stimulus (right) as a function of the task (location
+ color, color + pitch, and location + pitch dual-task) in which they are appearing (e.g., the leftmost bar, the response time was calculated
from the color task from the location + color dual-task minus the triple-task with a color stimulus). Thus, response times represent tripletask costs compared to dual-tasks (averaged over stimulus-response (S-R) pairing condition). Asterisks indicate significance (α = .01) of
pairwise post hoc comparisons. Error bars represent +/-1 standard error of the mean.
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costs: M = -86 ms, t(82) = -3.37, p = .001, 95% CI [-137 ms, -35 ms] and color + pitch dual-task costs compared to triple-task
costs: M = -83 ms, t(82) = -3.26, p = .002, 95% CI [-134 ms, -32 ms].
For the location stimulus, the lowest costs were found for the location + pitch dual-task (Mlocation = 293 ms), which
were significantly lower than the costs for the location + color dual-task (Mlocation = 548 ms), M = -255 ms, t(82) = -8.69, p
< .001, 95% CI [-313 ms, -197 ms]. As with the color stimulus, the triple-task costs were highest (Mlocation = 628 ms), location
+ color dual-task costs compared to triple-task costs: M = -80 ms, t(82) = -2.73, p = .008, 95% CI [-139 ms, -22 ms].
For the pitch stimulus, a comparable pattern as for the location stimulus emerged. In the location-pitch dual-task
(Mpitch = 506 ms) participants showed the lowest costs. Significantly higher costs were again observed in the color-pitch
dual-task (Mpitch = 661 ms), M = -155 ms, t(82) = -4.74, p < .001, 95% CI [-220 ms, -90 ms], and with the highest costs in
the triple-task (Mpitch = 878 ms), color + pitch dual-task costs compared to triple-task costs: M = -217 ms, t(82) = -6.63, p
< .001, 95% CI [-282 ms, -152 ms].
Depending on the dual-task, there were different costs in relation to the respective single-task. For the color
stimulus, each response modality produced the same costs. However, dual-tasks that required responding to location
or pitch showed that the stimulus combination of location and pitch had the lowest costs, and in combination with
color, the higher costs were incurred. For all possible combinations, the triple-task costs relative to the single-tasks were
always higher than triple-task costs relative to dual-task costs (meaning the triple-task always produced additional
costs). These increased much less than the dual-tasks except when compared to tasks with the pitch stimulus. This
argues against purely additive increase from dual-task costs to triple-task costs. To test this, we analyzed the costs of
the subtasks within the three dual-tasks.
The triple-task costs of the location and color stimuli in the location + color dual-task, showed no differences, M =
-6 ms, t(41) = -0.69, p = .494, 95% CI [-24 ms, 12 ms], also the comparison of triple-task costs between the location and
pitch stimuli in the location + pitch dual-task, M = -37 ms, t(41) = -1.45, p = .156, 95% CI [-87 ms, 14 ms]. This means that
the response times increased from the dual-task to the triple-task by the same amount in both subtasks. Only in the
color-pitch dual-task the costs increased more for the pitch stimulus task than for the color stimulus task in the color +
pitch dual-task, M = -133 ms, t(41) = -5.36, p < .001, 95% CI [-184 ms, -83 ms].

3.2.4.2 Error Rates
We calculated the same ANOVAs for the triple-task costs and dual-task costs of error rates. Significant main effects
emerged across all three stimuli (see Table S10 in the supplementary material). The descriptive is reported in Table 4.
For the color stimulus, M = -0.3 %, t(41) = -0.21, p = .838, 95% CI [-3.1 % 2.5 %], and pitch stimulus, M = 0.6 %, t(41) = 0.45,
p = .653, 95% CI [-2.1 % 3.4 %], we observed high costs with dual-task, but they were equal compared to each other. The
costs for the triple-task (< 1.6%) was significantly lower compared to both dual-tasks costs (see details in Table S11 in
the supplementary material). However, for the location stimulus, dual-task costs differed significantly between location
+ color dual-task (M = -1.4%) and location + pitch dual-task (M = -4.0 %), M = 2.6 %, t(41) = 3.81, p < .001, 95% CI [1.2 %
3.9 %]. Here, location + pitch dual-task was equally low as triple-task (M = -3.6 %), M = -0.5 %, t(41) = -1.11, p = .274, 95%
CI [-1.3 % 0.4 %].
While the response times increased significantly from the single-tasks to the triple-tasks, this trend was not
observed for the error rates.
We also calculated the costs in the subtasks within the three dual-tasks. Error rate costs decreased uniformly across
stimuli from dual-tasks to the triple-task (comparable to the uniform increase in response time costs). Only the location
+ pitch dual-task showed a greater reduction in cost for the pitch stimulus (M Location= -4.4 %) than for the location
stimulus (M Location= 0.5 %), M = 4.9 %, t(41) = 4.87, p < .001, 95% CI [2.9 %, 6.9 %].

3.3 Discussion
In Experiment 2, in addition to the three single-tasks and the triple-task from Experiment 1, three additional dualtasks were performed. These tasks occurred in a between-subjects design either in the stimulus-response pairing (S-R
pairing) location + hand, color + foot, and voice + pitch or location + foot, color + hand, and voice + pitch. However,
the analyses of the response times did not show any difference in the S-R pairings, therefore these were not considered
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Table 4: Triple-task costs, dual-task costs, and standard deviation of error rates in comparison with single-tasks and triple-task costs and
standard deviation of error rates in comparison with dual-tasks. Triple-tasks, dual-tasks, and single-tasks were always compared with the
same stimulus (e.g. the color task in the triple-task with the color task in the single-task).
Compared Stimulus

Color

Location

Pitch

Triple-task costs
M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Difference to

Triple-task

Single-task

-1.6

4.6

-3.6

7.7

1.2

2.6

Location + color dual-task

-2.6

5.6

-2.1

4.5

-

-

Location + pitch dual-task

-

-

0.5

2.7

-4.4

6.3

Color + pitch dual-task

-2.9

6.0

-

-

-3.8

5.1

-1.4

7.8

-

-

-4.0

6.8

5.7

6.5

-

-

5.1

5.7

Location + color dual-task costs
Difference to

Location + color dual-task

Single-task

1.0

6.2

Location + pitch dual-task costs
Difference to

Location + pitch dual-task

Single-task

-

-

Color + pitch dual-task costs
Difference to

Color + pitch dual-task

Single-task

1.3

6.1

further in the calculation of the dual-task and triple-task costs. Thus, the determining factors were not the response
modalities but the stimuli. The response times were fastest in the single-tasks, followed by the dual-tasks and with the
slowest response times in the triple-task. In contrast to the response times, the error rates decreased from single- to
dual- to triple-tasks. Initially, a strong increase in errors was expected when more tasks were presented at the same
time. However, the very low error rates in the triple-tasks can possibly be attributed to a higher level of attention and
concentration. Furthermore, if all effectors are always prepared in mixed blocks, then in the triple-task, none of the
effectors had to be suppressed. It can be assumed that all three subtasks were always prepared before each task and
when less than three tasks occurred (triple-task) the others had to be suppressed (cf. Hirsch et al., 2021; Schumacher &
Hazeltine, 2016).
Comparing single-, dual-, and triple-tasks directly, we observed in the response times as well as in the costs that
both increased more from single-tasks to dual-tasks than from dual-tasks to triple-tasks. Consequently, we could not
observe a linear increase between the three tasks since this would have implied that the increase would always have
been the same. If we assume that the increase from single-tasks to dual-tasks was 100%, we could only observe an
increase of 43% in the response times from the dual-tasks to the triple-tasks. Furthermore, the dual-task in comparison
to the single-tasks costs showed that the costs in both subtasks were the same, only in the dual-task color-pitch the
costs in the pitch and color task increased differently.
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4 General Discussion
This study aimed to examine the additional complexity of another simple task added to a classical dual-task paradigm,
allowing us to quantify the progression of response times and costs. In Experiment 1 (E1) participants performed singletasks and triple-tasks which were complemented by dual-tasks in Experiment 2 (E2).

4.1 Response order in Single-Tasks, Dual-Tasks, and the Triple-Task
In single-tasks, the average response times for the stimuli could be ordered as follows: in E1: location < pitch < color
(manual/pedal < vocal < pedal/manual) and in E2: location < color < pitch (manual = pedal < vocal). Hence, both of our
assumptions about the response order were wrong, which underlines the usefulness of testing these assumptions as we
have done. Modality-compatible tasks (in the present study the location task with response modalities hand or foot and
the pitch task with the response modality voice) were expected to be faster than tasks with ideomotor incompatibility
(color task with response modality hand or foot) (Göthe et al., 2016; Hazeltine et al., 2006; Koch, 2009; Stephan et al.,
2021; Stephan & Koch, 2010). However, the difference in response order could be due to the fact that participants in
E1 had to complete both S-R pairings and thus strategic responding played a less prominent role (compared to tripletasks). In E2, due to the triple-tasks, the focus was assumably more on the hand and foot response modalities, which
was also evident in the single-tasks.
In triple-tasks, the pattern of response times was similar in both experiments. The location and color stimuli were
responded with equal priority and the response time for the pitch stimulus was the slowest. We originally expected
clear sequential processing of the stimuli to avoid a bottleneck, specifically not only to avoid crosstalk between the
two visual tasks (Hommel, 2019; Koch, 2009) but also to reduce the coordinative complexity (Logan & Gordon, 2001).
Based on similar observations for the two response modalities hand and foot, it seems like that coordination of these
two response modalities took place first, similar to studies of bimanual coordination (Franz et al., 2001; Miller & Ulrich,
2008; Ruthruff et al., 2001). Similarly, studies with piano players showed that participants were able to perform better
(fewer errors) when both hands acted in concert (e.g., when the hands produce a common rhythm and not two separate
rhythms). An indication of the changed response order or rather grouping of visual tasks could be also found in studies
on coordination skills. Liepelt et al. (2011) and Strobach et al. (2015) compared training with simultaneous dual-tasks
and training with single-tasks and both found a superior effect from training the dual-tasks in a mixed block as opposed
to training the two single-tasks separately in a uniform block. The benefit from dual-task training in mixed blocks may
be due to the necessity that the combination of two tasks to a dual-task affords extra coordination to treat the two tasks
as one task. If this assumption is true, it may also hold for the triple-task with the difference that three single-tasks
have now to be treated as one task. This affords more coordination in comparison to dual-tasks and participants must
optimize coordination (similar to bimanual coordination). One strategy is to pack effector procedures together into one
procedure that is paired with the same type of stimulus. In the case of the triple-task, this is the pairing of the visual
stimuli with those motor effectors that are intended to change the state of an object like the button and the pedal. In
their review, Strobach and Schubert (2017a) discussed similar mechanisms in the training of dual-tasks, supporting
this assumption. If few resources are available and the participants are given the freedom to decide which task should
be prioritized, they can train their attention allocation and task coordination. As a result, a high level of efficiency is
achieved in the retrieval of task rules and coordination. Further post hoc analyses support this assumption. It was
found that only two participants1 did not group the hand and foot subtask in the triple-task (RT hand – RT foot <= 100 ms).
However, on average across all participants, in 84% (SD = 20%) of all triple-tasks, both subtasks were grouped. Another
argument in favor of a strategic response to the tasks is the fact that the cost from location + color dual-task to the
triple-task (triple-task cost) was less than 80 ms. These were still significant costs, but compared to the increase in costs
from the single-tasks (location and color) to the location + color dual-task with more than 360 ms, this was only a very
small increase and almost met Kieras et al.’ criterion (2000) of simultaneous processing (costs < 50 ms). Adapted from
inhibition in task-switching paradigms (see Koch et al., 2010, e.g. ), one could argue that in the mixed blocks all three
1 In the triple-task, the two participants responded with the hand response modality (M = 808 ms) the fastest, followed by the foot response
modality (M = 1231 ms) and with a response time almost twice as high voice response modality (M = 2118 ms).
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responses (manual, pedal and voice) had to be prepared on every trial and in dual-tasks, the non-demanded task had to
be suppressed, so it was similar to a triple-task requiring two responses and one suppression (e.g. in a location + color
dual-task, participants had to respond with their hand and foot while the voice response had to be actively suppressed).
In dual-tasks, as already mentioned, the response times in all dual-tasks were higher than in comparable studies
with similar dual-tasks, but only in the location + color dual-task, both subtasks showed similar response times to the
subtasks in the triple-task. In the other two dual-tasks, the response times in at least one subtask were significantly
faster (> 300 ms) than in the triple-task. Thus, the results tend to argue for strategic coordination of tasks across all task
types and neither suppression nor integration of tasks. This is also supported by the error rates. Participants almost
always made the fewest errors in the triple-task.

4.2 Dual-Task and Triple-Task costs
The calculation of dual-task costs is defined in most dual-task studies by the difference between dual- and single-tasks
(Hazeltine et al., 2002, e.g.). If this difference is no longer significant, it is often referred to as perfect time-sharing, i.e.,
the task runs equally fast in both conditions (dual-task vs. single-task). However, perfect time-sharing in both subtasks
can only be achieved by extensively training the dual-tasks and the single-tasks (Schumacher et al., 2001). For tripletask costs, there are several possibilities for computing these costs. Thus, the subtasks of the triple-task can not only be
compared with the single-tasks but also with the three possible dual-tasks (see Table A1 in the appendix). In our results,
comparing the dual- and the triple-tasks with the single-tasks showed, as expected, very high costs, which were highest
with respect to the triple-tasks. However, when comparing the triple- with the dual-tasks, we observed that the costs
increased differently depending on the dual-task. When we compared the triple-task to the location (M = 335 ms) + pitch
(M = 372 ms) dual-task or location (M = 80 ms) + color (M = 86 ms) dual-task, similar triple-task costs were observed in
all subtasks but not for the subtasks in the pitch (M = 217 ms) + color (M = 83 ms) dual-task. Thus, the amount of cost
depended on which dual-task the subtask occurred and did not generally increase at the same rate across all tasks.
One possible reason for the widely differing costs may be explained as followed: in previous studies, the location +
pitch dual-task performed most efficiently in terms of the dual-tasks, i.e. the lowest costs were observed because of
modality compatible S-R pairings (Hazeltine et al., 2006). Modality compatible tasks refer to the processing of stimuli
and responses working best in their respective combinations (location – hand and pitch – voice). For the location +
color and color + pitch dual-task, we also had ideomotor compatibility, but they were probably influenced by strategies.
So, both dual-tasks may have been strongly influenced by the strategies already in use, i.e., the coordination of the
hand and foot response modalities. This could be seen in the location + color dual-tasks where the two subtasks were
grouped which led to the fact that the response times and costs of both subtasks did not greatly increase in the tripletask. Especially since the response time in the location + color dual-task could have been much faster than it ended up
being. That the response time in the location and color subtasks could be faster, was seen in the response times in the
other two dual-tasks, where both were much faster. Consequently, the strategy of the location + color dual-task might
also have affected the color + pitch dual-task. Although the color task was not ideomotor compatible, this subtask was
processed first, which led to a strong delay of the ideomotor compatible task with the pitch. The present data indicate
that task coordination arguably has a major impact on triple-task processing. In this study, the data were collected
in only one session. However, studies on dual-tasks show that training over several sessions changes and ultimately
improves task coordination (see review, Strobach & Schubert, 2017a). At this point, it would be interesting to find out to
what extent training influences task coordination in triple-tasks.

4.3 The Triple-Task in the Context of Different Models
One of the most widespread structural models of dual-task processing assumes a response selection bottleneck (RSB)
(Pashler 1994, 1990, 1984). The RSB can process only one task per time frame and is presumed to be located in the
central system. The model assumes that only at the peripheral stages (perception and motor execution), two tasks could
run at the same time. Applied to the triple-task, a clear sequence of responses to the subtasks should now have become
apparent as a result of the central bottleneck. But we could not observe this in our experiments, not even for both
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the visual tasks. The two visual tasks were responded to almost simultaneously. However, this observation is not an
argument against the RSB. For performing a dual-task Ruthruff et al. (2001) instructed participants explicitly to respond
to both stimuli simultaneously. They could detect massive interference. Participants needed much longer to respond
to both tasks than for the single-tasks. They regarded this as clear evidence for the RSB. This would also explain why
the response times of the triple-task were so high compared to single-tasks. In order to test this theory in more detail,
further experiments would have to be carried out, e.g. with different SOAs.
Resource models also provide explanations for interferences with dual-tasks. The advantage of these models is
that they assume the ability to flexibly divide resources (whatever resources are). A single-task can be processed with
100%, but two or more tasks must share the resource. When processing several tasks at the same time, 100% is now
divided by the number of tasks (Norman & Bobrow, 1975). On this basis, Tombu and Jolicœur (2003) developed the
central capacity-sharing model (CCS). Now, dual-tasks could theoretically run at the same speed as single-tasks. CSS
would now explain why the response time for the triple-task increased that much, but it also does not provide clear
assumptions about why subtasks are coordinated differentially in dual-, triple- or what seems to be generalizable in
multi-tasks.

4.4 Perspectives on triple-tasks
The higher goal of this study is to shrink the gap between laboratory studies and real-world applications (also simulators).
Thus, it should be discussed what a task, which can also consist of several subtasks, is. While some assume that driving
a car, for example, is a (single-) task, this can also be seen as multiple tasks. Depending on the instruction, even a
simple dual-task can be seen as processing two tasks or just one task (see studies on manipulation of instruction). There
are now three perspectives on our triple-task.
As discussed in detail before, the triple-task is a task that is coordinated in terms of effectors. This results in a
logical sequence of pedal/manual - vocal in the task for the participant. The increased response times thus arose from
coordination. This suggests that more complex tasks are combined into one task in order to be able to act more quickly
and without errors. The worse performance in the single- and dual-tasks may also be due to the triple-task, which is
regarded as one, having to be “disassembled” again, which leads to higher error rates and response times.
Another perspective, especially with regard to the strongly increased response times, can also be found in the
high number of S-R pairings to be remembered (cf. Wühr & Biebl, 2011). Duncan et al. (2008) were able to show that
in a complex task with multiple components, some were neglected even though participants knew the rules for the
neglected task. All facts, rules, and requirements are stored in a task model. However, with increasing complexity, these
can compete with each other, which leads to the loss of vulnerable components. In our experiments, all tasks have to
be stored in the task model, which can lead to an overload of the working memory due to the number of rules and S-R
pairings. In the case of triple-tasks, the consequence is not that a task is necessarily neglected, but that more errors
occur when switching between single-, dual-, and triple-tasks. The more rules, i.e. S-R pairings, can be retrieved, the
worse the performance (Wühr & Biebl, 2011).
Another view is that tasks are organized hierarchically not on a local but on a global level (Schumacher &
Hazeltine, 2016). The activation (task) is stored in a task file, which is similar to the event files in TEC (Hommel, 2019).
The information in the task file, between the stimulus and the response, can be bidirectional, i.e. it can flow in both
directions. The characteristic is that not a certain mechanism is specified, but a range of processes are deposited, which
depend on the task. In the case of the triple-task, the highest priority (and also in the ideal case) would be to respond
to it as quickly and error-free as possible. To do this, it is necessary to know the rules (which stimulus to respond to
and what the possibilities are), as well as the allowed responses and the presented stimuli. Hirsch et al. (2018, 2021)
also see evidence for a hierarchical organization of (dual-)tasks. Specifically, this would mean that even identical tasks
achieve different response times, if they are combined and have to be coordinated into a different task model, which we
observed in the single-, dual-, and triple-tasks in this study compared to other studies. All task types are thus stored in
a single task file and are already activated before each task, which means that all tasks - even “pure” single- and dualtasks - are only subtasks of the triple-task and therefore lead to longer response times when not needed. (cf. Hirsch et
al., 2021).
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5 Conclusion
In the present study, we extended the classical dual-task paradigm by a third task. In classical dual-tasks, the first
response is indicated similarly fast as compared to single-tasks and only the second response is delayed. In a tripletask setting, all three responses are delayed. Additionally, in the triple-task, modality compatibility and ideomotor
compatibility played less of a role as compared to classical dual-task studies which call their general theoretical
significance into question. Both visual tasks in the triple-task were responded to equally fast, which is surprising since
earlier work hypothesized a clear response order to emerge. Here, we discuss that the effects shown occurred due
to differences in task coordination. Overall, our study showed that laboratory-based multitasking research is clearly
limited by the restriction to only two tasks and generalization of such results to real-world multitasking should be
drawn carefully. Multitasking research would benefit from an extended focus on strategically investigating settings
involving more than two tasks.
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Appendix
Table A1: Triple-task costs, dual-task costs and standard deviation in milliseconds in comparison with single-tasks and triple-task costs and
standard deviation in milliseconds in comparison with dual-tasks. Triple-tasks, dual-tasks, and single-tasks were always compared with the
same stimulus (e.g., the color task in the triple-task with the color task in the single-task).
Compared Stimulus

Color

Location

Pitch

Triple-task costs
M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Difference to

Triple-Task

Single-task

452

238

628

238

878

250

Location + color dual-task

86

132

80

132

-

-

Location + pitch dual-task

-

-

335

209

372

207

Color + pitch dual-task

83

176

-

-

217

211

548

199

-

-

293

198

506

180

-

-

661

252

Location + color dual-task costs
Difference to

Location + color dual-task

Single-task

366

215

Location + pitch dual-task costs
Difference to

Location + pitch dual-task

Single-task

-

-

Color + pitch dual-task costs
Difference to

Color + pitch dual-task

Single-task

396

194

